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Read how rasbor‟s cutting edge
print on demand solution has
revolutionized the Digital printing
industry.
As more and more print media is moving to the digital space in forms of e-books,

Global printing industry is
forecast to reach $980
billion by 2018

online catalogs, e-news papers, the printing industry is moving towards a new
dimension of print in the form of custom printing solutions for consumers. The
global printing industry is forecast to reach $980 billion by 2018 and the global
web-to-print market is projected to reach $869 million by 2017. India is also
predicted to be among the top 5 nations in terms of print volume within next 5

Online Design Studio for
customers to personalize
real objects with their own
artworks.

years. Printing so far was restricted to few official document printing, but with the
invent of customized on demand printing consumers can now print on real time
physical objects.
Rasbor and rightgifting have come up with a cloud based eCommerce solution
that has an online design studio, where customers would be able to create their
own artwork on simulated objects like T-shirts, cushions, mugs, quilts etc. and
send it to their loved ones.

Personalized printed goods
translate human emotions through
technology

Nothing says, “You are
special” than a

“rasbor‟s online design
studio – designa provides
an unparalleled experience
to the web-savvy clients ”

personalized gift.

send it back to customers for
approval process. This back and
forth added redundancy in the
make to order process due to high
opt outs and cancellations by

Rightgifting, with its team of

customers. The major pain point

designers has been a pioneer in the

was the disconnect between what

custom printing industry,

users had anticipated and what

specializing in fabric printing.

they get.

Rightgifting wanted to find a new

Objective:


Help client to save time in
Help client save time in
creating design

web-to-print solution that was more

Since introducing its web-to-print

accessible, easier to administer,

strategy, Rightgifting has been

and worked for Mac and PC users.

looking forward to establish a

Ultimately, they wanted a very

national client base and more than

straightforward, easy-to-use

doubled its sales turnover. But the

solution for non-tech- savvy

current platform was unable to

customers.

fulfill this vision. Rightgifting was
keen to explore ways of marketing

After reviewing 5 different web-toprint development companies,

Expand business with new
personalization services

Rasbor was selected of the Agency
of choice. Rightgifting came to us
with a clear business challenge of

Grow customer base

acquiring customers through their
eCommerce channel. In the early

its services more effectively. The
aim was to win repeat business
from existing clients by simplifying
the order and submission process
whilst, at the same time,
communicating with a new and
wider audience.

days of the relationship, our

Build Client loyalty

Simplify ordering process

Promote B2B bulk
ordering
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objective was to understand the

With rasbor‟s support, rightgifting

user journey and buying behavior of

has grown its business, from its

a tech-savvy customer who would

origins as a local Bangalore based

create artifacts on the online design

printing shop, to become a

studio. The existing platform

successful web-based design

allowed users to upload their

studio. Within Four months, Rasbor

photographs to fit into few standard

was able to work with them to

frames. This needed additional man

develop a system that would meet

hours for the rightgiting design

their needs and assist in the mass

team to recreate the designs and

migration of its existing users.

rasbor‟s expert team of
solution specialist and
architects blend their
skills to come up with a
scalable solution to any
complex problem

We didn‟t want to leave any stone unturned to make the user journey
smooth by letting users visualize their end product till placing the order. A
key element of our proposition is that we consult with customers,
exploring ways to optimize our product and services.

Solution
User journey enhancement

Through our workshops and business consulting sessions, we discovered a
significant gap of image morphing with real objects. Existing on demand

Business driven analysis

printing solutions provided only a pre-defined boundary area to write
messages over objects, which clearly lacked the visualization aspect.
In the course of the project we customized our signature product
„designa‟, a canvas based design studio to incorporate coordinate
mapping and image morphing techniques. The end product, an

Propose new platform-based
strategy
Customized e-commerce
platform

amalgamation of hard work and creativity has given a new dimension to
the do-it-yourself on-demand customization, printing and distribution. The
project was a success with simulation of 30 physical objects. With the
advanced user-friendly interface, rightgifting was able to convert users

Web-to-print order and
submission
Canvas based programming

without having to train them on the new system. Users can now easily
create custom designs and order online. Rightgifting was more than
pleased with the results. With Rasbor, Rightgifting has been able to focus
on sales and print fulfillment, leaving the web-to-print solution in more
than capable hands. Rasbor was able to create the new storefront on

Session management of
artifact till checkout
Coordinate mapping for real
object boundaries

Magento, which served as a catalog of standard products and multiple
design templates. The system provided end-to-end seamless solution for
online ordering, invoicing, billing and shipping solutions.
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Server optimization to handle
concurrent traffic

Impact
Enhance customer
engagement
Growth from repeat business
& additional clients
Saving artworks to engage
customers to complete orders
Abandon cart recoveries

Ease of customer information
management

Instead of creating a costly bespoke

abandoned carts to Orders. This

solution, we opted to base our

had a direct positive impact on

development on opensource

rightgifting‟s customer engagement

eCommerce platform named

strategy. The work in progress

Magento. Along with this we used

artworks and saved artworks can be

our proprietary product designa, a

found inside the customer account

design studio to integrate with

information. The team can send

magento‟s catalog and ordering

reminder emails to complete the

modules. We created a very simple

order. Order processing team can

and easy to navigate eCommerce,

review and edit the orders before

with clear call to actions leading the

shipping the end product. Shipping

user to the design studio and other

charges can be assigned based on

product categories. Guest users as

the address and weight of the

well as registered users can place

order.

order with their existing net banking
accounts and debit/credit cards.
Customers have a simplistic

Back office workflow
integration

dashboard to track the progress of
their orders and complete order
history. Customers can reorder any
of their past work as well.

our prime concerns for the launch
on festive season. Our team of
server specialists simulated the
scenario of 200 concurrent users
and calculated the optimal server
configuration needed to handle

addition was to create a space

such traffic. We hosted the entire

where customers can be engaged to

application on a scalable cloud

explore their creative instinct. This

infrastructure.

us quite insights to enhance our
own product designa. An automatic
image quality notification facility
builds confidence by allowing
customers to know desired printing
quality prior to submission. Other

The dedicated server was optimized
for magento to support caching, so
that the site loads fast. We
integrated CDN to make sure the
media is distributed and saves the
load on server.

than the customer facing interface,

The site is SEO compliant with

we also simplified the overwhelming

friendly URL structure for products

Magento backend to suit the

and categories. Also proper usage

business user groups.

of header tags makes the site

The order processing team can
retrieve the data of customers who
abandoned their artwork before
making a final purchase. This
information came handy to the
team so that they can convert these
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system, server capability was one of

More than technology, our value

painter on a canvas approach gave

designa‟s save to gallery
feature created a positive
impact on rightgifting‟s
customer engagement
strategy

Considering the complexity of the

indexed by search engines. Mobile
friendly responsive design ensures
the site is crawlable as per google‟s
cyclone algorithm.

Technology Stack

A very powerful technology stack was used to
architect this complex implementation.











Magento Community Edition 1.9
Designa Design Tool 1.0
HTML, CSS, JSP, JQuery
My SQL
Nginx, PHP-FPM, Memcache, Redis, Percona,
Varnish, HHVM
PHP Cache - Zend Cache
Hardware Firewall
Idera Daily File Backups
Daily Database Backups
PCI Compliant Hosting

Top features














A layer of web services on Magento
Community Edition for integrating with design
Results
studio
Site landing page load times to impressive 2
Seconds
Customizable and
scalable solution
Integration with Web to Print product
„Designa‟
Custom built product design using web based
personalization tool „Designa‟
Custom built preferred shipping carrier
Faster go to market
in four months
identification based on the location of the
person and Cash on Delivery module
Built in architecture to handle SEO strategy
Scaling up of servers without any downtime
Elimination of any single point of failure
Powerful e-commerce
throughout the architecture
tools
Scheduled automated Data Back-ups
Application restoration/re-deployment drills
Integrated ecommerce Google analytics to
track drop-offs, conversions, bottle necks and
ROI
Change in business orientation
from a print house to a Digital
Design Studio
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Minimal upfront
investment

Full integration with
administrative
workflows

Growth from repeat
business & additional
clients

rasbor - We are the next generation digital transformation agency.
We speak Design semantically right with Technology.
Our passion to craft unique and complex eCommerce experience encourages us to
deliver pathbreaking solutions.
What motivates us? Our People. Our Passion. Our Persistence.
Rasbor was established in the year 2012 with the purpose of generating
multifaceted workforce for the eCommerce domain. We are proud to be among the
early adapters of Magento in India. Our team of 110 people are adding value to
nearly 300+ businesses on national and international level.
We are the ﬁrst movers in Magento 2 implementation with our other disruptive
solutions like Haatify, Designa, SubCom and Mebly.
The drive to succeed and create something unconventional is our differentiator. Our
5D process of Discover, Design, Develop, Deploy and Digitize covers a plethora of
services that will help you implement best eCommerce practices in optimal time
with maximum beneﬁts.

